Abbreviations: BALB, BALB/c; B6, C57BL/6; and B10, C57BL/10. * For description and alternative notation of congenic stocks, see Klein (2) . $ Breeding stock kindly provided by Dr. Frank Lilly, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
Two estrous Q Q of selectedH-2 types were then put in. The preference of the 6 was usually soon obvious from his more frequent attempts, after inspection of his prospective mates, to mount one rather than the other. After one of the 2 Q had mated, both were removed. The mated Q (with vaginal plug) was returned to stock. The second (unmated) 9 was tested with a fresh 6. If mating occurred, the trial was scored "valid." If not, the test was scored "invalid" on the grounds that the second ~ may not have been in estrus.
We use the terms "strain preference" and "consistency of choice" for two aspects of the data. Strain preference refers to any tendency of the 6 population of a given strain to mate with 9 Q of one H-2-type rather than another. Consistency of choice concerns the mating preferences of individual 88 of such a population. It refers to any tendency of particular 66, on repeated testing, to mate with Q Q of the H-2 type they mated with before. From a mathematical standpoint, strain preference and consistency of choice need not be related to one another. To take an extreme case, if 50% of genetically identical 8 8 always chose ~ Q of one H-2 type, and the other 50% always chose Q 2 of the other, there would be no strain preference, but complete consistency of choice. Similarly, strain preference could occur without a greater consistency of choice than is implicit in strain preference.
We have tested heterozygous 8 8, as well as homozygous 8 8. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , their situation is different. Our test system confronts the homozygous d with one of the three pairs of alternative choices which the three following types of 2 allow: (a) A homozygous Q genetically the same as himself. (b) A dissimilar homozygous ~. (c) A hybrid Q with whom he shares one H-2 haplotype. But the hybrid 8 can be offered only Q 2 who share at least one H-2 haplotype with him and do not bear an H-2 haplotype foreign to him. The use of symbols such as bb and (b) to indicate the choices made is explained and illustrated in Fig. 1 . (Table II; In cross 2, homozygous c~ c~ of both types showed strain preference for Q Q of (Table II) . Evidently d d of a particular H-2 type (bb in this case) may prefer 9 Q of similar or dissimilar H-2 type, depending on which particular H-2 type is offered as the alternative. This suggests a scale of preferences in which the similar H-2 type of the 9 may rank lower or higher than other H-2 types. It would not be safe to assume that bb ~ d would always prefer Q Q in the order kk or ca, bb, dd, because the bb/dd choice (cross 1) was tested on a BALB background, whereas the bb/kk choice (cross 2) was tested on a B6 background, and the bb/aa choice (cross 3) on a B10 background.
Results and Discussion

Evidence that H-2 Influences Mating Preference
INTERMEDIATE STRAIN PREFERENCE RATES FOR HYBRID Q 9.
Crosses 1 and 2
were analyzed further by comparing the data for all trials involving only homozygote-homozygote Q partners with the data for all trials involving only homozygote-hybrid Q partners. As Table III Is strain preference enhanced or lessened as the ~ ~ age or acquire more mating experience? All data for crosses 1 to 3 are included in Table IV , where the mating scores are analyzed according to their place in the sequence of trials. There is no significant trend in these proportions except in cross 2 bb ~ g, but the latter may be explained by the higher proportion of hybrid 9 9 used in later trials. Because interpretation is complicated by the lesser strain preference in hybrid-homozygote trials (Table  III) the results were recomputed for crosses 1 and 2 with the data for hybrid ~ excluded (Table V) . The absence of a trend towards changing strain preference is even more evident here, except for a trend for dd d 5 of cross 1 which is not statistically significant.
Consistency of Choice.
In addition to assessing the strain preference of mice of different H-2 genotypes, we can ask whether on sequential testing each 5 is more consistent in his choice of 9 9 than would be expected in consequence of (Tables VI and VII) Fig. 2 , dd 3 d whose first choice was dd had a .32 probability of subsequent bb matings, whereas dd d 3 whose first choice was bb had a .74 probability of subsequent bb matings.
Table VI shows analysis of consistency for all matings. In Table VII the data for all hybrid trials have been excluded. Consistency is even more evident there, although this is not reflected in the P value for cross 2 because the sample is smaller. There is no evidence of consistency for cross 3 (Table VI) . The difference C is not significant: X 2 = 0.52 * Schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . $ See trial no. 1 in Table IV .
Consistency of choice has implications that strain preference does not. Strain preference could be adequately explained on a purely genetic basis. But consistency of choice represents nonrandom variation of ~ ~ of identical genotype, and so implies that the sensory mechanism responsible for mating preference either (a) includes provision for memorizing the specific signals, or (b) can fortuitously Significance of the difference B: X 2 = 3.14; P < 0.07 * Results for these d d are schematically represented in Fig. 2 . (Table VH) . be biased one way or the other in individual ~ 6. If (a) is true, then in cross 1 (e.g.) dd ~ ~ that preferred (d) Q Q were specifically conditioned to do so, just as other genetically identical dd d c~ were specifically primed to prefer (b) Q Q. But as yet we have no evidence of specific environment cues that would support the former interpretation.
Evidence that the Choice is Made Mainly or Entirely by the ~ and not the Q. The data above show that alleles of a locus in the region of H-2 influence the mouse's choice of a mate. One partner must transmit identification signals governed by H-2, and the other must distinguish between different incoming signals. Which is the active recipient? The ~ or the Q? The observed mating behavior suggests that the Q Q are passive and the ~ c~ active. But such behavior might be simulated by rejection of the c~ by one of the Q Q.
The histories of individual ~ c; show that the choice of mates is not random. Strain preference and consistency of choice both indicate this. If Q Q were entirely passive (transmitted signals but made no choice) then their sequential mating histories should show no consistency except to the extent that where selection of one Q rather than the other is characteristic of the ~ population as a whole (strain preference) the history of each Q will show on the average the same preponderance of matings of the preferred type. (This argument depends on the assumption that the Q Q were drawn at random from the population available in estrus, which was the case.) The data are analyzed in Table VIII in accordance with the postulate that the choice is made by the Q. A slightly different method of calculation was necessary.
In terms of hypothetical selection by Q Q, the result of a valid trial can be construed as solicitation by one ~ or as rejection by the other. Therefore both Q ? in each trial were given a score: (a) The mated Q in favor of the d's H-2 type, and (b) the unmated ~ in favor of the alternative H-2 type. For example, of 89 cross 1 dd Q ~ included in this analysis 49 on their first valid trial either (a) were presented to add ~ and mated with him, or (b) were presented to a bb who mated with the other Q. Either result was scored dd (first entry in Table VHI ). In 70 subsequent valid trials these 49 Q Q yielded 44 scores (63%) for dd and 26 scores (37%) for bb. The 40 dd Q Q who first received bb scores gave virtually the same results: 23 scores (62%) for dd and 14 scores (36%) for bb.
Table VIII reveals no consistency on the part of dd ? Q in any of the crosses. We discount the data showing a trend in the reverse of consistency for bb Q Q in cross 2 because the sample is small.
Further Comment
The various ways in which genes in the major histocompatibility complex may be implicated in immunological types of recognition, notably in discrimination between '<self" and <<non-self," cannot be reviewed here. The H-2-associated mating preference we described is a form of self-identification that might be traced back to a time long before the evolution of specific adaptive immunity, as discussed elsewhere (1) .
The fact that a particular d may consistently prefer Q Q of one H-2 type, whereas a genetically identical ~ may consistently prefer ~ ? of a different H-2 type, may imply that ~ ~ can learn by experience to prefer (e.g.) d to b, or the reverse. The term "memory" has come to be used in immunological circles in reference to adaptive immunization. Analogies have been suggested between immunologic and neurologic memory [for references and discussion see Cohn (6, 7) ]. The element of memory in H-2-associated mating preference, if memory is involved in consistency of choice, might in turn suggest a link between the two, because of several connections between immune responses and genes in the region of H-2. Although we as yet lack evidence regarding whether or not ~ can be specifically trained to prefer one or another H-2 type, certain negative inferences can be drawn: The mating preferences of reciprocal hybrid ~ were not significantly different. the period from zygosis to weaning. Nor is the first mating experience decisive, because strain preference is already evident in first trials, and does not demonstrably increase with mating experience (Tables IV and V) . The stimulus is probably olfactory, although other sensory mechanisms are possible (see reference 8). The pheromone or pheromones best known in mice are excreted by the d, causing synchronous estrus in Q Q (9), pregnancy block by strange ~ d (10) , and precocious puberty in young Q ~ (11). The first two effects can be exerted over considerable distances (12) . [These pheromone effects, and others related to ~ aggression and identification of sex are reviewed by Whitten (13) and Bronson (8) .] Possibly the putative ~ substance specified by the major histocompatibility complex may also act at a distance, in which case receptive d housed in quarters containing mice of several different strains may at a receptive age be primed by airborne H-2-associated pheromones before they are tested. The signal transmitted by the Q must be controlled by an H-2-1inked gene, because genetically identical ~ d can distinguish between congenic ~ Q of different H-2 types. Similarly d d must possess a receptor gene in the H-2 region, because congenic ~ ~ of different H-2 types make different choices when offered the same pair ofH-2-dissimilar ~ ~. (This could not be so if the receptor gene were on the Y chromosome, because the congenic strains we studied carry the same Y as their partner strains.) The most obvious model of mating preference therefore is that of two linked genes in the H-2 region, one for the signal and one for the receptor. A similar model has been suggested to account for H-2-associated interactions between cells cooperating in immune responses (14) .
Of several uses which mating preference might serve in nature, the most easily comprehensible is maintenance of heterozygosity of genes in the vicinity of H-2. To cite only one obvious advantage of H-2-heterozygosity: This region includes Ir (immune response) genes with dominant alleles conferring strong responsiveness to particular antigens. Where infections are a prominent environmental hazard, hybrids would enjoy the advantage of a wider range of immune defenses. Nature is evidently prepared to pay a high price for heterozygosity in the region of H-2, according to current views of the Tit locus (15). The t mutants, which are prevalent in the wild and are linked to H-2, are lethal in the homozygous state. They would therefore decline in frequency in wild populations if it were not for their extraordinarily high and non-Mendelian rate of transmission by c~ d. Presumably their lethality is balanced by advantages, no doubt including heterozygosity in the H-2 region.
The H-2-associated mechanism of mating preference could work to the same end if choice of dissimilar H-2 types is commoner in nature, as has proved to be the case so far in laboratory mice.
Summary
When a d mouse is presented with two H-2 congenic Q ? in estrus, his choice of a mate is influenced by their H-2 types. The term <'strain preference" is used to describe the general tendency of the d population of one inbred strain to prefer Q Q of one H-2 type rather than another. The term <'consistency of choice" is used to describe the added tendency of particular ~ d of one inbred strain, in sequential mating trials, to prefer Q Q of the H-2 type they chose in previous trials. Statistical analysis showed trends in the data that support the following conclusions: (a) The choice is made by the d, not the Q. These findings conform to a provisional model in which olfactory mating preference is governed by two linked genes in the region of H-2, one for the Q signal and one for the d receptor. These mating preferences could in natural populations serve the purpose of increasing the representation of particular H-2 haplotypes or of maintaining heterozygosity of genes in the region of H-2.
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